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Tennessee Vaney Auttvmty, Post O*fea Box 2000. Soddy-Darsy Tremame 37079 2000

Ken Powers
Veo PmsKkint Satuoyan Nocks Plant

April 12, 1994

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
ATTN: Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555

Gentlemen:

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTIIORITY - SEQUOYAll NUCLEAR PLANT UNIT 1 - DOCKET
NO. 50-327 - FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE DPR-77 - LICENSEE EVENT REPORT
(LER) 50-327/94004

The enclosed LER provides details concerning an inadvertent feedwater
isolation that occurred while the steam generators were in-wet lay-up.
This event is being reported in accordance with 10 CFR 50.73(a)(2)(iv) as
an automatic engineered safety feature actuation.

Sincerely,/

Ken Powers

Enclosure
cc: See page 2
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U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Page 2
April 12, 1994

cc (Enclosure):
INP0 Records Center
Institute of Nuclear Power Operations
700 Galleria Parkway
Atlanta, Georgia 30339-5957

Mr. D. E. LaBarge, Project Manager
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
One White Filnt, North
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, Maryland 20852-2739

NRC Resident Inspector
Sequoyah Nuclear Plant
2600 Igou Ferry Road
Soddy-Daisy, Tennessee 37379-3624

Regional Administrator
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Region II
101 Marietta Street, NW, Suite 2900
Atlanta, Georgia 30323-2711
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NRCform366 U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION Approved OMB No. 3150-0104

(5-92) Expires 5/31/95
LICENSEE EVENT REPORT (LER)
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_Sequoyph_tlutlear._Elant (50!1L_ Unit 1 (Ql51Q}Q1Ql3_jL|LllL0Fl 015
TITLE (4)
_10Aiv31tantleidwalfl_ Isolation _WhileltfanL0ener.aior.s_ Mare in Wet Lay-un
_ f3ffil_DAL(51._j LER_[RLMDERlf) l REEQBLDA,1f_(lLj QTHER FACILITliS_lHYQLYED_J.fi)
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ABSTRACT (Limit to 1400 spaces, i.e., approximately fif teen single-space typewritten lines) (16)

On March 14, 1994, at 1813 Eastern standard time with Unit 1 in cold shutdown (Mode 5),
an inadvertent feedwater isolation (WI) occurred because of an indicated high-high
Loop 1 steam generator (S/G) level. The WI occurred during the drain-down of the S/G
for the removal of water containing lay-up chemicals. The WI was initiated as a result
of two out of three transmitters indicating a S/G 1evel above the high-high setpoint.
The actual S/G 1evel was below the WI setpoint. The Loop 1 S/G was drained, and the
WI signal was reset. The cause of the FWI was an inadequate procedure for wet lay-up
of the S/G. Applicable procedures will be revised to provide operators with S/G 1evel
channel-operability guidance during wet lay-up conditions.

NRC form 366(6-89)
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WRC F'orm 366A U.S. NUCtCAR REGULATORY COMMISSION Approved OMB No. 3150-0104

(5-92) Expires 5/31/95
LICENSEE EVENT REPORT (LER)

TEXT CONTINUATION

FACit1TY NAME (1) |DOCKETNUMBER(2)j LER_HWQEfL1ht _1__ ! PML131
| | | |$EQUENTIAL| |kEVISION| | | | |

Sequoyah Nuclear Plant (SQN), Unit 1 | }EALL_LJMQER L_ L wtu ti l i lI
IQhil.01010lL12JLl9 !4 l--I O I DJ 4 |--I o 1 0 LDL210fLOLL

TEXT (If more space is required. use additional NRC form 366A's) (17)

I. PLANT CONDITIONS

Unit I was in cold shutdown, Mode 5.

II. DESCRIPTION OF EVENT

A. Event

On March 14, 1994, at 1813 Eastern standard time (EST), an inadvertent
feedwater isolation (WI) occurred because of an indicated high-high Loop 1
steam generator (S/G) (EIIS Code SB) level. The WI occurred during the
drain-down of the S/G for the removal of water containing layup chemicals.
Before draining the Loop 1 S/G, a nitrogen cover gas was applied to the
secondary side of the S/G. The pressure increase from the nitrogen resulted in
a narrow-range level transmitter showing an increased icvel from 79.5 percent
to 81.1 percent, which was above the WI setpoint. Before the addition of the
nitrogen, one of three narrow-range level transmitters was already indicating a
level above the WI setpoint; the other two level indications were 79.5 percent
and 78 percent. The WI was initiated as a result of two out of three
transmitters indicating a S/G 1evel above the high-high setpoint. The actual
S/G 1evel was below the WI setpoint of 81 percent. j

B. Inoperableltnaturch_ Comp.onentAnr__ Systems Thatlonitihuted_ts_thelvent

Before the event, one narrow-range level transmitter on the Loop 1 S/G
indicated 95 percent when the actual level was below the high-high alarm set
point. This condition was identified by the control room operators. The j
operators realized that the instrument indication was incorrect and determined
that the reference leg of the level transmitter required backfilling.
Maintenance personnel were contacted and Operations was informed that the level
channel was scheduled for backfilling. Because two other level channels were
providing correct level indication, it was believed that the risk of an WI
actuation was minimal and the drain-down of the S/G would resolve the condition.

C. Da t e tan d_ App rox ima t_elime a_o f_liaj o.r_.De cu tten ce s

March 13, 1994 Nitrogen cover pressure is increased from 0 pounds per
at 2300 EST square inch (psig) to 6 psig on the Loop 1 S/G. One of

the S/G narrow-range level transmitters showed an
increased indicated level above the high-high setpoint.

March 14,1994 Loop 1 S/G actual icvel increased to 78 percent
at 1231 EST (3 percent below the high-high setpoint) because of

leakage through an isolation valve.

NRC form 366(0-89)
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PRC Form 366A U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION Approved OMB No. 3150-0104

(5-92) Expires 5/31/95
LICENSEE EVENT REPORT (LER)

TEXT CONTINUATION

FAC!LITY NAME (1) |00CKETNUMBER(2)j LEBJUNDEL16.) l | PAK (3)
| | | |SEQUENsIAL| | REVISION | | | | |

Sequoyah Nuclear Plant (SQN), Unit 1 | jyEALL_L_nuMUER l__|JVMBELj | | | |

101510.lDlQlLl2 |7 |9_1Ll-[J_LLI 4 | l 01 0_LOLa10113LL
TEXT (If more space is required, use additional NRC Form 366A's) (17)

March 14, 1994 The nitrogen system was aligned to provide the Loop 1
at 1810 EST S/G with a cover gas and to pressurize the S/G to

facilitate the draining of the layup water.

March 14, 1994 The Loop 1 S/G blowdown valve was opened to start lay-up
at 1812 EST water drain-down.

March 14, 1994 A second S/G narrow-range level transmitter indicated
at 1813 EST over 81 percent level resulting in a two-out-of-three

high-high S/G logic. A FWI signal was initiated.

D. Other_SyS1Cma_or Secondary Functions Af feciesi

None.

E. Method of_Dianntery

Various annunciators alarmed on the main control room panels. The control room
operators determined that a FWI occurred.

F. Op.erator Actiona

No operator action was required in response to the WI. The WI signal closed
the feedwater regulation valves, resulting in a loss of condensate
recirculation and hotwell pump flow. Before the WI signal, the main feedwater
isolation valves were in the closed position, in support of condensate
recirculation. Operations personnel shut down the running hotwell pump for
pump protection. Pump operation and flow path were reestablished after the FWI
signal was cleared.

G. Saf.etyhminm_ Resp.onse

No safety system responses were required. Most of the equipment receiving the
FWI signal was either deenergized or positioned to the desired FWI
configuration, in support of Mode 5 operation. Upon receipt of the WI signal,
the remaining equipment responded as designed.

III. CAUSE OF EVENT

A. Immesliale_Cause

The immediate cause of the FWI signal was high-high S/G 1evel indication on two
of three narrow-range level transmitters. Before the FWI signal, one
narrow-range level transmitter was in the tripped condition, indicating
approximately 95 percent level as a result of gas entrainment in the reference
leg sense line of the transmitter. When operators aligned the S/G to the

NRC Form 366(6-89)
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NRC form 366A U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION Approved OMB No. 3150-0104

(5-92) Expires 5/31/95
LICENSEE EVENT REPORT (LER)

TEXT CONTINUATION
.
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TEXT (If more space is required, use additional NRC form 366A's) (17)

nitrogen system, before the drain-down of the SG, the additional gas pressure
tripped a second level transmitter. Actual level in the Loop 1 S/G was
approximately 78 percent at the time of the WI signal, approximately 3 percent
below the FWI setpoint.

B. Ront_Cause

The cause of the FWI was an inadequate procedure for wet lay-up of the S/G.
The procedural guidance allowed the S/G to be filled to the high-high level
setpoint without consideration of level channel operability during Modes 5
and 6. No guidance was provided to ensure either operability of the level
channels oc bypass of the FWI signal or to ensure that sufficient level margin
was maintained when filling the S/G to prevent a FWI actuation.

C. C9ntLihut.ing Factora

Operators realized that S/G 1evel was near the FWI actuation setpoint but
believed that the setpoint would not be reached during the drain-down process.
Additionally, it was not known that the level transmitters were pressure
sensitive when the reference leg of the transmitters' sense line contained gas
pockets. Therefore, before the drain-down of the S/G, a nitrogen blanket was
applied in accordance with the applicable procedure without taking action to
ensure that a FWI signal was not initiated.

IV. ANALYSIS OF EVENT

When the unit is in power operation, a FWI signal on high-high S/G 1evel is
provided to limit the amount of mass in the S/G in the event of a main steam line
break. This limits the energy of a blowdown and prevents the over-cooling of the
primary system. Additionally, the WI signal on high-high S/G 1evel protects the
main steam piping from excessive dead-weight loading. In the event described by
this licensee event report, the FWI had no effect because the main feedwater
isolation valves were closed before the WI signal and the S/G was isolated in the
lay-up condition. Also, the indicated level was conservatively high; the actual SG
1cvel had not exceeded the high-high setpoint. At no time was there a threat to
the health and safety of plant personnel or the general public.

V. CORRECTIVE ACTION

A. Immediale_CnIres11Yel clinn

No immediate corrective actions were required.

B. CorresliygJ etion to IrevenjLACLUIIERCA

The appropriate procedures will be revised to provide operators with S/G 1evel
channel-operability guidance during wet lay-up conditions.

NRC f orm 366(6-89)
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VI. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

A. failed ComponentE
1

None. I

B. frsylous_Similar_.lysnts

A review for previous events did not identify any similar events where a INI
was initiated during cold-shutdown operation with the S/Gs in a lay-up
condition.

VII. COMM11MENTS )
I

The approprinte procedures will be revised by July 8, 1994, to provide operatora j
with S/G 1cvel channel-operability guidance during wet lay-up conditions.
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